
2010 Holiday Train Show Report 

The Museum of Eastern Shore Life and the newly-formed Queen Anne’s Railroad Society teamed together to 

organize and operate the annual Holiday Train Show.  The show was a huge success at a new location where 

we filled the 60x80 room completely full of trains from G to Z.  Our visitors arrived in volume on all days and 

new records were set for attendance!  Individual layouts were supplied by Bob Anderson (Marx windup and 

O-27 tinplate), Pete Rampmeyer (O-27),  Tracker Don Aston (S), and Carl Hedges (N and Z).  Club layouts 

were provided by the QARRS (G, HO and N) and the NCT (O) with assistance from additional local volunteers. 

This year’s show provided challenges starting with schedule conflicts with the 4H Park.  The Park’s Board 

notified us that the Exhibition Hall was available on a single weekend and the setup and teardown time 

available for the show layouts was constrained.  Consequently, during the summer, QARRS members 

contacted the owners of vacant commercial space in the County but a number of promising leads fizzled.  

Fortunately, in October Douglas Development (owner of the Kent Narrows Outlet Stores) offered use of an 

available space.  The MESL/QARRS arranged to provide the necessary paperwork and permits for use of the 

space; Letter of Insurance for Douglas Development, County temporary occupancy permit, County one-day 

liquor license, and County raffle permit.  Once we had access to the space, Tracker Doby Middleton arranged 

to add the venue’s electrical “premise” to his DelMarVa Power business account which turned on lights and 

heat.  QARRS members Carl Hedges and Gary Miller provided a change in locks and a wireless alarm system 

to assure security during the event. 

Once the MESL and QARRS members obtained keys and toured the venue  - a former day care center 

complete with “Barney” purple and green walls and other decorations – we were able to accurately measure 

the space and schedule cleanup and preparation work days in advance of the initial setup.  During 

inspection, a duct tape ‘X’ on the carpet was noted and the following week a steady rain revealed the X 

marked a serious roof leak and a bucket was placed underneath to catch the rain water.  The leak 

complicated the layout locations.  The NCT layout design was repeatedly re-worked on by Tracker John 

Harper (who considered it unwise to locate a module under the leak) until the layout fit around the leak .   

On November 20th, final cleanup was performed, ceiling tiles and light bulbs replaced, and layouts were 

assembled.   Tracker spouse Marilyn Aston hung quilts and train-related artwork on the walls to soften the 

Barney theme.   The end result was interesting with the green walls complimenting NCT’s green layout skirts 

and the purple walls matching MTH collector club cars. 

Because the show location was changed from previous shows at the 4H Park, the MESL and QARRS elected 

to advertise beyond the usual posters and flyers we used in prior years.  Advertizing on the local FM 

station’s “morning Show” was purchased.  MESL and QARRS Presidents John Harper and Garry Schnappinger 

recorded an interview at WCEI’s studio which was replayed Wednesday through Friday before each show 

weekend.  The advertizing was most effective as numerous first-time show visitors remarked that they 

heard about the show on the radio.  John also created  show posters and flyers that emphasized the show 

location as exit 41 on Rt 50 and MESL and QARRS members distributed the advertizing to libraries,  train 

shows, and stores willing to post and or handout the flyers.  



A number of Trackers ventured across the Bay Bridge to run trains.  The NCT layout was operating over the 

Thanksgiving weekend and Tracker Dave Sealing brought his son and grandchildren over to play with trains 

while the ladies were at the mall.  An opening reception was held on Thursday December 2nd and Tracker 

George Tsakiris help operate trains while the Trackmaster was occupied with reception responsibilities.  

During the public operating hours, Trackers Gil Baldwin and Skip Scheetz ran trains (happy birthday,  Skip!).  

The Eastern Shore Trackers had a great time both during regular show hours and evening work sessions.  

Tracker Barry Sheehe, after examining the modules in the layout at setup, built his first two modules.  When 

the show closed, Michael Kraft took his DTL modules home and we substituted Barry’s modules so we could 

operate for a couple of evening sessions. 

DCS installation was handled by Tracker Randy Pichtelberger (a graduate of MTH’s service school) and 

operated successfully.  Randy setup his own TIU on the main lines, and we used the NCT’s TIU for the yard.  

Other than getting hand-helds properly addressed, no problems were noted on either the main lines or on 

the modules.  Note that not all modules in this layout had filters. 

TMCC worked fine using John’s Legacy Base.  Problems were observed when Fred powered up his Legacy 

Base for use as a battery charger – the communication with the CAB2 hand-helds were compromised.  

Lesson learned – only one Legacy Base should be powered up at a time.  Both base units were configured as 

Channel 1.  John has since changed his base to Channel 9 in anticipation of further testing with wireless train 

cameras which typically use channels 1-4. 

Paul Derdul setup his staging yard connected to Dave’s T.  The tracks, and supporting modules, connecting 

the yard to the T and turntable were ad-hoc.  The layout was 16 feet wide at the T and the turntable 

constrained interior space, so  John pieced together triangle modules and filler modules to support an offset 

entry into the yard that allowed an isle between the turntable and yard.  The addition of K-Line switches 

provided a small industrial yard into John’s oil patch scenery.  Lessons learned from this and previous yard 

assembly is the lead-in connection from the T to the yard fanout should be built as a module(s) complete 

with power to tracks up to insulated pins at the T.  The yard fanout should readily connect power to the 

lead-in module which, in turn, has a transformer power feed harness.  Getting quality power connections 

established to all of the tracks consumed half the setup time for the yard area.  The staging tracks 

downstream of the fanout switches were loose Gargraves tracks held in place by a couple of screws along 

their length.  Assembling the loose track is easy compared to aligning pins on 6 to 8 yard tracks during 

module assembly. 

The following pages provide more detail and diagrams of layouts.  The NCT layout utilized all of the available 

NCT corners (including 4 VA corners and wide radius corners).  John’s crossover module (a veteran of NCT’s 

first Rockville show and Smithsonian show) extended the layout with a node where the inner loop ran 

conventional trains. 

Train Repair Days 

Our follow-on event to get trains from the attic running was conducted on January 8th and 9th.  Don Aston, 

Fred Koester, and Randy Pichtelberger setup a repair station.  Visitor traffic was low volume, however 

several train show visitors provided John with trains in advance.   A variety of challenges:  a few easy 



cleanup and E-unit rehabilitation jobs, and some basket cases including a #224 where the owner tried to fix 

a sticky E-unit by soaking the entire motor in oil.  What a mess.  Got it running but no warranty on that 

repair.   

Fred and John also experimented with a high gain antenna for the Legacy Base in anticipation of the Club’s 

receiving two base units, but were frustrated because reverse-polarity SMA adapter plugs need to be 

acquired to complete the testing.  We did find that reliable communications extended to 60 feet with the 

factory antenna and v1.3 software running on both the base and CAB2s. 

Layout Design 

While the empty 60 X 80 foot room seemed to offer lots of space and freedom for layout design and 

placement, careful measurement of the space with its various obstructions, including the roof leak, and 

requests by local model railroaders to exhibit their layouts, made the NCT layout design a challenge.  The 

pilasters on the wall at the bottom of the following diagram, and the playpen area on the right wall, 

provided constraints that precluded a rectangular or L-shaped configuration.  The inverted T configuration 

used at the Marine Corps Museum was considered with a staging yard that would be vertical in the diagram.  

That configuration consumed too much isle space at the top end of the layout so re-orienting the staging 

yard from the right side was tried and found to barely fit.  The crossover at the top of the layout was 

oriented at 45 degrees to provide isle space adjacent to the G and O-27 layouts.  Finally, experimentation 

with wide-radius corners showed that a long diagonal leg was feasible and allowed Don’s carnival modules 

to be assembled as a group of six.  



 

Note the “Roof Leak Area” circle in the center of the NCT layout area.  The two 24” module shown on the 

left and right side of the layout  were not used – we needed more isle space at the bottom wall to 

accommodate the columns. 

  



 National Capital Trackers 

  O-Gauge Modular Layout 

 

This layout is constructed from 4-foot long sections built 

by National Capital Trackers train club members.  Other than 

adhering to electrical and track alignment standards, the scenery and 

accessories on each module is left to the builder’s imagination.  The 

track is compatible with the tinplate O-gauge popularized by the 

Lionel Corporation from 1915 onwards.  The trains operating on this 

layout range from modern production to antiques made before 

WWII. 

Engineers and module builders: 

Don and Marilyn Aston (Stevensville) 

Paul Derdul (Queenstown) 

John Harper and Karen Roth (Centreville) 

Fred Koester (Stevensville) 

Michael Kraft (Arbutus) 

Doby Middleton (Cordova) 

Randy Pichtelberger (Chestertown) 

Dave Sealing (Highland) 

Barry Sheehe (Stevensville) 

  



 

  



Museum of Eastern Shore Life  

Queen Anne’s Railroad Society 

 
Holiday Train Show 

Saturday and Sunday, December 4th and 5th, and 11th and 12th 

Noon to 5 PM 

Admission is FREE (Donations are welcome)  
Complimentary refreshments,  visits from Santa 

New location at the Kent Narrows Outlet Stores 

Eastern Shore Outlets, 28 Piney Narrows Road, Chester, MD 

Take Exit 41 from Rt 50/301 at the West end of the Kent Narrows Bridge 
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Michael Kraft and his Disappearing Train Layout 

 

Tracker spouse Karen Roth’s Snow Valley scenery 

 

The big curve 

 

Fred Koester with agriculture theme hat and 

modules 

 

Conventional train loop on the Ag area 

 

Train meets at the crossover module 



 

QARRS VP Royden Powell, Karen Roth and Randy 

Pichtelberger 

 

Don and Marilyn Aston’s carnival modules 

 

The Oil Patch 

 

Randy’s unpainted French engine on the turntable 

 

The agriculture theme area 

 

Paul Derdul confers with Karen 



 

Paul helps a stalled Big Boy through yard switches 

 

The G floor layout 

 

Conny Kleissas and Carl Hedges operate N and Z 

layouts 

 

QARRS Publicity Chair Jim Williams 

 

Complimentary cookies and punch served by 

Anne Schnappinger and fellow Kappa Kappa 

Sorority members 



 

Pete Rampmeyer operating his O-27 layout 

 

QARRS President Garry Schnappinger’s highly-

detailed corner module 

 

Bob Anderson winds up a Marx engine 

(We learned from show visitors that windup trains 

were popular in the Eastern Shore’s rural areas 

before electricity was available) 

 


